IFS SmartFreight® Enterprise (SFE) - SQL Enterprise Solution
Locally installed networkable Transport Management System (TMS) utilising SQL
database for high volume shippers of freight. Full suite of modules available which
can be easily configured to suit clients specific needs. Seamless integration to
ERP/WMS solutions with option for a National database to provide visibility of
remote warehouses.

Product Fit
IFS SmartFreight® Enterprise (SFE) is IFS’s premier product,
aimed specifically, at high volume domestic shippers of freight
that require an SQL database to store and report on high
volumes of freight shipped.
Being locally installed and utilising full SQL or SQL Express, IFS
SmartFreight® Enterprise is ideally suited to multiple domestic
warehouse operations. Infrastructure lends itself to National
Database as repository for organisations entire freight profile
for centralised customer service and reporting purposes.
In addition, due to its SQL structure Enterprise has facility to
receive, store and report on carrier tracking data to provide
real-time delivery status and DIFOT (Delivered In Full and In On
Time) Reporting.

Key Attributes
Compliant with domestic carriers in Australia, New
Zealand, UK, Ireland and mainland Europe with new counties being added
regularly.
Thermal label formats for all carriers and generic consignment notes as
standard.
Route optimisation deployed to ensure the most cost or service effective
local carrier is selected for the type of goods being shipped.
Electronic data sent to carriers with zero formatting / development
required by shipper.
Over 100 standard freight reports plus in-built Crystal Report Writer as
standard
End-to-End real-time tracking of consignments from pick up
to delivery to customer with carrier DIFOT Dashboard to monitor carrier
performance and improve customer service.
Automatic reconciliation of transport providers electronic invoices
For full list of Modules available within Enterprise see Modules Insert
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SaaS Model with single licence fee re SQL
Route optimisation saves clients on average in excess of 25% of freight
costs making IFS SmartFreight® one of the best investments our clients ever
make
Single bi-directional interface between ERP/WMS eliminates cost of writing
and maintaining multiple interfaces to multiple transport companies
Invoice reconciliation (up to 10,000 consignments in under 15 mins)
ensures only genuine freight fees due paid and errors immediately
identified that can be challenged
Real-time tracking and DIFIOT reporting allows transport providers SLA’s to
be monitored
For full financial impact and ROI see ROI Insert

More Info
Please visit our website www.smartfreight.com for more information on IFS
SmartFreight® Enterprise, review Case Studies or contact one of our local
Distributors for a face-to-face obligation free demonstration of the product and
how it may assist your supply chain needs.
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